L98 tpi

The Corvette represented the second year of the fourth generation of Corvettes. In , a better fuel
injection system was introduced to the Corvette. The new cubic-inch engine had a new
designation called the L This new engine would reign for seven years as the base engine for
Corvette, undergoing minor renovations to tweak its horsepower. The Tuned Port Injection
improved fuel economy and performance of the small-block. In , the L98 5. The engine had a
bore and stroke of 4. The L98 was rated at horsepower at 4, rpm with foot-pounds of torque at 3,
rpm. The Tuned Port Injection system improved performance by 30 percent over previous
carburetor systems and showed a 20 percent improvement over the cross-fire injection system.
TPI worked by injecting fuel into each cylinder. In , the L98 on the Corvette received roller
hydraulic valve lifters, which boosted horsepower up to at 4, rpm. The torque changed to
foot-pounds at 3, rpm and the compression ratio rose to 9. The L98 for the Camaro was rated at
horsepower at 4, rpm with foot-pounds at 2, rpm. In , the L98 was tweaked for the last time on
the Corvette. Modified aluminum cylinder heads were inserted onto the engine, which allowed
the engine to breathe better, and the camshaft was revised. The modifications boosted
horsepower by 5. The revised L98 had an output rating of at 4, rpm and the torque remained the
same. Road and Track clocked the Corvette at 6. Vern Hee started writing professionally in He
works as a reporter for the "Pahrump Valley Times. The L98 In , the L98 was tweaked for the last
time on the Corvette. References Motor Era. The L98 engine was the standard engine option on
Chevrolet or Chevy Corvettes produced from to It was a small-block aluminum V8 engine which
produced horsepower and lb-ft of torque. The engine was also available as a performance
upgrade for the Pontiac Firebird and Chevrolet Camaro. Because it was used in several
performance vehicles, there are a variety of performance aftermarket parts available for L98
powered Corvettes which increase horsepower when installed. Remove the factory Chevrolet air
intake system and install a performance-oriented aftermarket cold air intake system in its place.
This will allow more air to enter the engine, which enhances the combustion process that
occurs in each engine cylinder. Combustion is what creates power in a car engine, therefore
more combustion means more horsepower. This step can be completed in under an hour and
typically results in a boost of 10 to 20 horsepower. Remove the factory Chevrolet exhaust
system and install a performance-oriented aftermarket exhaust system in its place. This will
allow air to exit the engine bay via the exhaust system more efficiently, which reduces back
pressure and increases horsepower. Aftermarket exhaust systems typically require professional
installation because access to the underside of the Corvette is needed. Further, replacing the
factory exhaust system will result in an increase in engine noise and CO2 emissions. Make sure
to check with state regulations before performing this step, as some states prohibit the
installation of aftermarket exhaust systems. Install a nitrous oxide injection kit. Nitrous oxide
injection kits temporarily increase available horsepower by adding nitrous oxide to the fuel
system. This is typically done by connecting the injection system to a button or lever which can
then be triggered by the driver. The amount of horsepower that is added from a nitrous oxide
injection kit depends on the concentration of the nitrous oxide. Some kits can added over
horsepower per shot, but generally speaking the more horsepower that is added the greater the
risk of damaging the engine. Overuse of nitrous oxide or an incorrectly attached injection kit
can completely blow your Corvette's engine. Scott Eilers began writing professionally in Step 1
Remove the factory Chevrolet air intake system and install a performance-oriented aftermarket
cold air intake system in its place. Step 2 Remove the factory Chevrolet exhaust system and
install a performance-oriented aftermarket exhaust system in its place. Turning the clock back a
bit, when the third-generation Camaro debuted in , its wide, low, chiseled looks won fans
instantly, myself included. The IROC had a sound and look all its own, and by , the cu in. The
third generation of the F-body platform, on which the Camaro was built, was shared with
Pontiac in the Firebird model, and the Formula and Trans Am models of the F-body also got the
tuned-port versions of the small-block Chevy in and cu in. This gave GM what seemed like a
formidable advantage in the muscle car battle shaping up in Detroit. It was around this time that
yours truly became actively involved, graduating from curious bystander to active participant. A
fresh college graduate with a full-time job, the die was cast after a coworker urged me to test
drive a new Mustang GT in In those pre-internet days, I read every buff magazine that bothered
to print anything about Camaros, Mustangs, Firebirds, Corvettes, and the various FWD 2. The
test drive in the '86 GT went well, but perhaps being thriftier than your typical year-old, I wasn't
satisfied that a fully-loaded Mustang GT was the answer. Equipped with the top-of-the-line cu in.
L98, the IROC won the top speed battle, but it just didn't pass the sniff test. As cars began
hitting the boulevard and head-to-head stoplight encounters became more regular, a pattern
developed. The 5. Meanwhile, at Cars Illustrated magazine, the gloves were off. It wasn't a pretty
sight. In the October issue, Cars Illustrated reviewer Tony DeFeo tried to put a weak positive
spin on the cu in. He hasn't been seen at a Chevy long-lead press preview since. You can read

that story here. The problem with the IROC was three-pronged: too many less-than-great engine
choices, too much cost, and too much weight. L98 hp , the midline TPI cu in. LB9 hp , or the
sleepy 4bbl L69 hp. They all looked the same from the outside, but in practice, almost none on
the street had the By the time dealers added thousands in bloat options, the cu in. IROC became
astronomically priced relative to the competition. Even a similarly equipped L98 cu in. Pontiac
Firebird Formula could be had for thousands less. In practice, powered F-bodies were barely a
match for the Ford Mustang 5. The running joke: IROCs were owned by hairy-chested Italians
wearing gold chains and driven to discos, not drag strips. After the mph lap, Cothran calmly
said, 'It'll go faster in fourth. The message was duly relayed to our driver, who has something of
a penchant for the big number himself. RPM was climbing in fourth, he said from the far side of
the track, hitting 5,, then more. The needle was somewhere very close to the 5,rpm redline, he
said, when the funny noises began. That was the end of that engine, an engine that had been
through many hard miles of magazine and Ford testing. It died yards short of the groundhog. A
tie almost. A fortuitous choice of gearing and superior aerodynamics were the reasons the
Chevy had won the high-speed shootout. The experts in the audience know I'm glossing over a
lot of details here, such as the fact Chevy tightened-up the option sheet later in the third-gen
Camaro's life. Like a lot of youngsters looking for their first new set of wheels, I wanted
performance, but I couldn't afford to pay through the nose. I honestly liked the looks of the
IROC better, but between losing a stoplight race and making the higher payments, I just couldn't
abide the F-body. That's not to say I never regretted that choice. When the May issue of
Automobile came out with a beautifully photographed pair of F-bodies on the cover, I snatched
it off the newsstand. Click to download the story here. It was the first time I'd read anything of
substance about the TPI-powered Firebird Formula, a car that seemed to be built just for
meâ€”and you could get one with the 5. It was too little, too late. I was a Ford guy by then but
would always be a dollar-per-hp guy above all else. Ten years later, I happened upon a used
Firebird Formula for sale in mint condition at a great price, which I gladly bought and enjoyed
immensely. That Formula taught me there's more to life than just horsepower! Close Ad. Johnny
Hunkins Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Introduced in , the L98, along with its
little brother, valiantly battled with the Ford 5. One of the best bow tie small blocks was the
original LT-1 with cross bolted mains. Lots of power and a strong crankset. Your email address
will not be published. Your Website. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Summit Racing Equipment. Here are a few more reasons L98 made the cut: Lineage:
The first Gen I appeared in the Chevrolet Camaro and became the most widely used small block
of all time. However, it did get things going back in the right direction following the
performance-adverse s and early 80s. Later changes to the engine pushed horsepower up to
These computer-controlled engines delivered more precise control of fuel and spark, yielding
better fuel mileage and crisp throttle response in the process. With the introduction of the L98,
Chevrolet was entering a bold new worldâ€”a world where power, performance, and fuel
economy could co-exist. During his year career in the auto industry, he has covered a variety of
races, shows, and industry events and has authored articles for multiple magazines. He has
also partnered with mainstream and trade publications on a wide range of editorial projects. In ,
he helped establish OnAllCylinders, where he enjoys covering all facets of hot rodding and
racing. Bill Hayes says: June 23, at am. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email address will not be
published. Disclaimer: The information contained within this article is intended for educational
purposes only. It may be illegal to remove, modify, or tamper with any emissions device on your
vehicle, depending on the state in which you live. Please check your local rules and regulations
to ensure that you abide by them. Before we discuss how these systems operate, I would like to
comment on a general misconception associated with fuel injection in general. I have heard on
numerous occassions that fuel injection in general is too complicated and restrictive due to
emissions devices. In reality, the problem lies with people assuming that the emissions
components are somehow required as part of the whole fuel injection platform, and that these
devices pose a significant restriction in performance. Just because you are running a fuel
injection system, does not mean you will have emissions devices. In addition, having emissions
equipment does not prevent someone from running whatever engine modifications they want.
The loss in power from these emission devices is quite small. As many of you already know,
Tuned Port Injection engines were factory installed on vehicles that were required to be
emissions compliant. To ensure that emissions requirements were met, GM used several
devices to lower emissions output. Basically, these can be broken down into three main
systems : EGR, A. None of these are absolutely necessary to run a Tuned Port Injection intake,
but may be legally necessary if you want to be street legal in the state where you live. These are
formed when the temperature in the combustion chamber reaches very high levels. To avoid

this situation, the EGR system is used to lower combustion chamber temperatures by admitting
small amounts of exhaust gas back into the combustion chamber. As you can imagine, exhaust
gas does not burn, and does not help the combustion process. If the EGR system would admit
exhaust gas into the combustion chamber at idle, it would cause a rough idle, or stalling. As a
result, EGR does not allow exhaust gas into the chamber at idle nor at wide open throttle, more
on that later To accomplish this, there has to be some way of controlling EGR flow. The way this
is accomplished is actually quite simple. First of all, there is a round, flying saucer - looking part
that mounts on the intake manifold. This is called the EGR valve. There is an opening in the
intake manifold from the cylinder head that allows exhaust gas to move up to the valve. When
vacuum is applied to the valve, it allows the exhaust gases to pass. To control when the valve
receives vacuum, an EGR solenoid is used. This part mounts on the passenger side near the
back of the intake manifold. It has a vacuum line which supples ported manifold vacuum, and
another vacuum line running to the EGR valve. It does this via pulse width modulation PWM.
This means that the ECM will turn on and off the solenoid many times a second. Just how many
times this occurs will affect the amount of vacuum applied to the EGR valve, and therefore the
amount of exhaust gas admitted into the combustion chamber. More timing is added, and the
fuel mixture is leaned a bit. Well, the answer depends on what year TPI setup you have. If you
have an setup, then there will be a single wire that goes to the base of the EGR valve. This is
basically a temperature switch. If no change is detected, the ECM will think there is a problem
with the system, and will throw a code Most of the time, the problem is the temperature switch
that is bad. However, you should first check for vacuum leaks, check that all vacuum lines are
properly routed, check the harness connector at the EGR solenoid with a voltmeter, and make
sure that the EGR passages are not clogged with deposits. When EGR is turned on, engine
vacuum will lower a little. So what would someone gain by disabling EGR? Just about the only
thing would be less parts under the hood. Basically, removing EGR gives you more space
although not much. This is done by setting the minimum temperature to enable EGR to degrees
Celsius maximum allowable temperature , and setting the minimum vehicle speed to enable
EGR to mph maximum allowable speed. Since EGR will never be requested, it does not matter if
you leave the EGR system all installed in its original place, or if you remove it from the car. If
you decide to remove it, you will need an EGR block off plate to cover the hole in the intake
manifold. If you simply remove the EGR system from the car, but do not disable it in the ECM,
you will run into significant problems. You will likely run into detonation, the engine will run
very poorly, lack power, and will probably run on the hot side as well. In addition, you will get a
code 32 before running very long. If no EGR flow is possible because you removed it, you will
have a lean condition which will be further aggravated by advanced timing. I have not had a
chance to discuss A. R or EECS canister purge. I will finish the article as soon as I have some
spare time, but I wanted to post the EGR section for the moment atleast. Emissions Devices
Disclaimer: The information contained within this article is intended for educational purposes
only. Should you consider ditching the factory TPI system in favor of a simple carb and intake?
Ask any Vette owner to choose between two particular performance components, and chances
are he'll opt for the one that makes more power. While this logic may appear sound prima facie,
the reality is that there are many variables to consider beyond peak power alone. Which one
would you choose? Is your answer still the one that makes the most power? In order to make an
informed decision, you'll need to understand how each of these induction systems functions.
While both the carbureted and fuel-injected setups provide metered air and fuel, they go about it
in decidedly different ways. In terms of fuel metering, the carburetor relies on airflow across the
venturis to draw fuel from the main jets. The fuel supplied to the air stream is dependent upon
the air speed and the size of jetting or fuel-flow orifice. The four-barrel design of the carburetor
allows you to change the four available main jets independently, though this is rarely done on a
dual-plane intake such as the Performer RPM. The main jetting is augmented by idle-mixture
screws and, in some cases though not ours , adjustable high-speed air bleeds. The L98
small-blocks came equipped with a unique intake manifold consisting of long runners fed by a
common plenum. These long runners promoted impressive torque production. The electronic
fuel-injection system employed on the TPI provides even more-precise control of the fuel
metering, thanks to the single injector situated at each intake port. These high-pressure
injectors, combined with computer control, allow the EFI system to provide unequaled fuel
metering for every conceivable load, throttle angle, and driving condition. Where EFI really
shines is in delivering improved fuel economy and reduced emissions under part-throttle cruise
conditions. Part of the improvement comes from the use of elevated fuel pressure and a very
small flow orifice in the tip of the fuel injector. The high pressure and small flow orifice combine
to shear the fuel into ultra-small droplets. The greater surface area provided by the reduced
droplet size compared with a similar amount of fuel in one large droplet improves the burn and

energy-conversion rates of the fuel. Certainly, enhanced economy and emissions compliance
are two of the more desirable characteristics of EFI, but how do these systems fare at
wide-open throttle? In fact, the superior atomization and more-precise mixture control provided
by a properly calibrated EFI give it peak-power potential beyond that of a comparable
carbureted setup. That said, the real key to the power curve in both carbureted and fuel-injected
configurations can be found in the design of the intake manifold. The dual-plane intake is the
manifold of choice for nearly all street applications, combining impressive torque with plenty of
top-end power. All of which leads us, in a roundabout sort of way, to our test. For our
carbureted intake, we selected the Edelbrock Performer RPM Air Gap, arguably one of the best
intakes on the market for a street-driven application. We chose the dual-plane design for its
desirable combination of a broad powerband and improved driveability as compared with the
racier single-plane type. While a single-plane intake might produce more peak power at the top
of the rev range, a dual-plane design will provide much more average power across the useable
rev range. Up to 6, rpm-as high as we were willing to push our well-used Lthe dual-plane would
be the hands-down choice. The divided plenum not only aids torque production, but also
improves the signal to the carb to improve throttle response and fuel delivery. While impressive
compared with a single-plane intake, even the dual-plane pales next to the torque-producing
capability of the L98 TPI. TPI might just as well stand for "torque-producing injection," as the
extra-long runners greatly enhance the low-speed and midrange torque production of the L98
small-block. In simplified terms, long runners-particularly small-diameter ones-maximize
cylinder filling at lower engine speeds. TPI uses long, small-diameter runners to produce huge
torque numbers in the low- and mid-rpm ranges. Stomp on the gas of an L98 motor, and you're
immediately rewarded with an exhilarating shove in the backside. No waiting to come "on cam";
just instant gratification. The downside to the significant improvement in low-speed power is
that the long, narrow runners limit power production at the top of the rev range. Tellingly, the
L98 makes peak power at just 4, rpm. Fuel flow to the cylinders on the TPI motor was supplied
by individual injectors. To illustrate the differences between the carbureted and TPI systems, we
took what we thought was an otherwise-stock L98 Corvette motor and installed it on the engine
dyno. The engine was configured with an electric water pump and a set of Flow Tech long-tube
headers with open read: un-muffled collector extensions. The motor ran best with 34 degrees of
total timing, though we reduced the timing at the lower engine speeds. All testing was
performed on octane pump gas. After some minor tuning, the TPI small-block surprised us by
producing hp at 4, rpm and lb-ft at 4, rpm. Given that the L98 was originally rated at hp and lb-ft
figures , we suspect that this particular motor was equipped with a mild aftermarket cam.
Compared with L98s we'd run in the past, torque was actually down a bit, while peak
horsepower was up. Despite the questionable cam scenario, the TPI motor produced impressive
torque up to 4, rpm, offering over lb-ft at just 2, rpm. As expected, the horsepower curve fell off
rapidly after peaking at 4, rpm. The swap went very smoothly, thanks to the engine dyno, and in
no time we were up and running. Using an MSD billet distributor, we dialed the same advance
curve into the carbureted L98 and spent some time jetting the carburetor to replicate the The
results were impressive, with the carbureted L98 producing hp at 5, rpm and lb-ft at 4, rpm. As
expected, the carbureted intake produced much more peak power, offering a gain of over 50 hp
out near 5, rpm. But down low, the TPI reigned supreme, generating better numbers from 2, rpm
to 4, rpm. It all boils down to where you want your power-down low or up top-and how much of
an emphasis you place on the TPI's superior fuel economy and visual appeal. Carburetor vs. TPI
It's not terribly surprising that the stock L98 TPI system produced more low-speed power than
the conventional carb and dual-plane intake. What was interesting was the difference in power
out past 4, rpm. Whereas the TPI signed off with hp at 4, rpm, the carbureted setup continued
pulling strong, reaching a peak of hp at 5, rpm. Though the peak torque production differed by
just 7 lb-ft, the TPI combination made a solid lb-ft more from 2, rpm to 4, rpm. For a drag-race
application, there's no question the carbureted setup would be the way to go. For throttle
response, fuel mileage, and overall driveability, the story would be quite different. Treat your
classic Corvette to a professional dyno shop super tune. Three Corvette Assembly Plants â€” a
long look at nearly seven decade of Chevrolet Corvette production. We take you through the
short but careful process of installing an aftermarket passenger sideview mirror on a C3
Corvette. How To. Richard Holdener Jul 1, Share. Sources Fuel Air Spark Technology. Barry
Grant Inc. View Full Image. Connect With Us. Get Latest News and Articles. Newsletter Sign Up.
Related Articles. Get a professional dyno shop super tune Treat your classic Corvette to a
professional dyno shop super tune. C3 Corvette Side Mirror Install We take you through the
short but careful process of installing an aftermarket passenger sideview mirror on a C3
Corvette. Tuned Port Injection may seem primitive by contemporary standards, butin its day,
"TPI" represented an important step forward in the evolutionof Corvette-engine technology.

Compared with its carbureted predecessor,the new-in-'85 L98 TPI motor not only offered
superior peak power, butit also greatly reduced emissions, improved driveability, and--thanks
toits long, small-diameter intake runners--yielded a tremendous increase inlow-speed torque.
Unfortunately, the same intake runners that provided such impressivebottom-end grunt also
limited the engine's high-rpm output. And whilereplacing the TPI system with a simple carb and
dual-plane intake wouldyield impressive peak power gains, it would dramatically reduce the
hugelow-speed torque numbers that made the L98 famous. HP Turbo Kit 8. The steady diet of
boost from the HP turbo kit simply elevated theengine's power curve without changing its basic
shape. Imagine stabbingthe throttle and summoning up over lb-ft of torque. That, dearreader, is
one serious C4 Corvette. The question confronting power-starved L98 Vette owners, then, is
clear. To wit: Is it possible to improve the output of a TPI motor withoutincurring the penalties
associated with an induction-system swap? Oneneed only look back at the ''91 Callaway B2K
C4s to find the answer. Whereas the 'spec L98 produced hp at 4, rpm and lb-ft oftorque at 3,
rpm, the twin-turbocharged B2K engine--which used OEMcylinder heads, a factory TPI intake,
and virtually stock camtiming--produced hp at 4, rpm and lb-ft of torque at only2, rpm. What
Callaway's turbocharged L98 offered was big-block torque in asmall-block package. Seeing the
potential of the L98 as a forced-induction engine, NewMexico-based HP Performance recently
introduced a bolt-on turbo systemfor ''91 C4s. Designed specifically for the needs of TPI
engines, thenew kit includes a single 60mm turbo, a front-mounted air-to-airintercooler, a
compressor-bypass or "blow-off" valve, and a TiAL 44mmwastegate that regulates boost to psi.
Viewed from the outside, it's hard to imagine all this hardware fittinginside the engine
compartment of a C4 Corvette. It does. In fact, whereas the Callawayturbo motors featured
low-compression pistons, the higher compressionprovided by the standard L98 slugs actually
enhances throttle response,fuel economy, and outright power production. The 60mm turbo
used in the HP kit provides near-immediate boost responseand tire-annihilating low-end torque.
Anyone who has ever driven amodified or big-block Vette will immediately recognize the
hugeshove in the backside available from the HP-blown L The kit includes a 60mm turbo
designed to provide immediate boost. Wehave produced over hp using this unit, so there is
plenty of room togrow should you decide to build a dedicated turbo motor. Subjective
impressions are one thing, but we were really anxious to seewhat an L98 equipped with the HP
Performance kit could do on an enginedyno. Our test motor was an aluminum-headed L98 that
appeared to becompletely stock. There was no porting evident on the heads, the TPIsystem was
unmodified, and the block still had the factory markings. Ouronly question concerned the cam
profile, as the motor came from the oldChevy Race shop, and we have no idea what sort of
testing it underwentbefore it ended up in our facility. Before installing the turbo kit, we ran the
L98 in normally aspiratedtrim to establish a baseline. The engine was configured with an
electricwater pump, a set of long-tube headers, and the factory injectors. Runwith the FAST
engine-management system, it produced hp at 4, rpmand lb-ft at 4, rpm. Given the relatively
high engine speeds atwhich the peak horsepower and torque values occurred, we suspect the
camwas a tad hotter than the factory L98 stick. Still, the TPI motoroffered impressive low-speed
torque, with the curve exceeding lb-ftfrom 2, rpm to 4, rpm and topping lb-ft from 3, rpm to4,
rpm. Whatever its cam specs, the seemed to be in excellentrunning condition and ready for
some boost. Feeding the 60mm turbo was a set of tubular exhaust manifolds. Everyexhaust
component on the kit was treated to Jet-Hot coating to maximizethe heat energy to the turbo.
Installing the turbo system was easy on the engine dyno and did notappear as if it would be
terribly difficult in the car. In fact, anyonewho has ever installed headers should have no trouble
with the job. As installed in the vehicle, the turbo is positioned in the spacenormally occupied
by the battery. The exhaust from the turbo runsthrough a 3-inch single tube that splits to feed
the factory exhaustsystem it's compatible with aftermarket exhausts, too. Lacking a C4exhaust
system, we simply let the turbo exhale through a 3-inch sectionof tubing with no muffler. The
long-tube headers used for baselinetesting were replaced with the turbo manifolds and a
crossover tube thatruns under the oil pan. The manifolds resembled "shorty"-style headersand
came Jet-Hot coated to maximize the heat energy to the turbo. This TiAL 44mm wastegate was
employed to regulate boost pressure. Oursystem was set to provide roughly 8 psi to the
otherwise-stock L We also drilled and welded the necessary drain fitting in the stock oilpan. We
relied on the oil-pressure source to feed the turbo using thesupplied length of braided line and a
degree fitting for the top ofthe turbo. The only deviation from the kit as run in the car was
thedeletion of the mass airflow sensor. Adding boost to the normally aspirated L98 required
careful tuning. Whereas the normally aspirated combination may run best with 32 degreesof
ignition timing, the boosted motor may only tolerate 18 to 20degrees. As expected, the addition
of 8. The horsepower stillpeaked at 4, rpm, and the engine speed for the torque peak
wasactually reduced from 4, rpm to 3, rpm. Even more impressive is that the HP Performance

system has room to growshould you decide to build a dedicated TPI turbo motor. Seven
hundredpound-feet at the tires, anyone? Can we turn a pile of parts into a whole car in one
week? A collection of Camaro products any gearhead would like to own. Treat your classic
Corvette to a professional dyno shop super tune. We take you through the short but careful
process of installing an aftermarket passenger sideview mirror on a C3 Corvette. Corvette Chief
Engineer shared insights about the C8 Development. How To. Sources HP Performance. View
Full Image. Connect With Us. Get Latest News and Articles. Newsletter Sign Up. Related
Articles. Get a professional dyno shop super tune Treat your classic Corvette to a professional
dyno shop super tune. C3 Corvette Side Mirror Install We take you through the short but careful
process of installing an aftermarket passenger sideview mirror on a C3 Corvette. Always need
these. The worst piece on the whole TPI system is the cold start injector or referred to as the 9th
injector. Regardless, problematic at best. I recommend you get a block off kit off ebay and
remove the thing and tell me when you order a chip so that I can program the chip to run with
the other 8 injectors and that will solve a lot of cold start issues on these cars. Next is that
intake manifold, for some reason people seem to like the looks of it. Changing runers can help
some but still perpetuating that long runner torque only design. If you want good horsepower
numbers from your car that intake has to go. A bit expensive really but nice one piece intake
design that cures the issues with TPI intakes. Another similar option is the Edelbrock pro flow
xt which is the Ramjet intake GM uses on their Ramjet crate engine. This intake also comes in a
version for vortec heads which opens up another avenue of performance heads for you. Last
intake on the recommend intakes list is the Holley Weiand stealth ram, 2 piece intake setup
which does have some possibility for vacuum leak but 2 much better than 8. Intake is great
performing intake and the reason its not number one is its too tall. Not a fan of EGR myself.
Madmax on the Once the intake is addressed on your project the next place to modify is the
exhaust. Single biggest issue with the exhaust is where the 2 pipes merge together. GM
intentionally made this piece restrictive to build back pressure so that the EGR system would
work well. Restrictive on stock motor is bad enough but if your wanting hp type power levels to
run with modern cars or over hp for that matter, that needs CHANGED. The next issue is the
floor pan of the F-body cars was not designed with exhaust in mind. You can run long tube
headers but your likely to drag them on an acorn but long tubes are always best. My car with
sub frame connectors that just was going to drag for sure so I used short headers and had
custom 2. Everything else listed 2. Plugs into factory wiring and has a black wire for ground and
pink wire for key on 12v for the heating element. Corvette owners have the exhaust much better.
Long tube headers fit pretty easily and can run dual 2. Once the intake and exhaust are
addressed then its time to talk cam and heads. Everyone typically wants to run way more cam
than they should in their engine. You need to decide realistically how much power you want or
can afford and how you intend to use the vehicle, daily driver, weekend cruiser, street strip, or
drag only as the choices will be different for each. A drag only car will be miserable to drive on
the street. A good engine build makes its power with the smallest possible cam. So buy the best
flowing heads you can afford but not necessarily the biggest intake runner heads as large
intake runner will kill low end torque because it takes too many rpms to get the air velocity up in
the heads to where they start making good power. Just one of the reasons LS motors make
good high rpm horsepower numbers but not great torque numbers or low rpm horsepower
numbers. Cubic inches will affect that intake air velocity as well. A can run a larger intake
runner head without sacrificing low end power than the same head on a engine. On a street
engine, try to stay under cc. Vortec heads. In a nice well geared car with at least a rpm stall
converter on the automatics you can run up to a duration. If your running a speed density Map
sensor based TPI system then you need to be careful on that lobe separation angle and for less
tuning headaches the more lobe separation angle the better. With cams more cubic inches
typically the more cam that engine will like. A will run similar powerband with that duration cam
as a will with a smaller duration cam and a with a duration cam so guys need to be VERY careful
what cam you put in those little engines. Again always happy to recommend cams too as its
better for
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me to advise in the begining than try to help you straighten out a mess on the tail end. I
recommend at least changing the heads before even considering an injector change. Injectors
are not power adders, they simpy provide the fuel for the amount of air that motor is going to
suck in. The stock 19lb injectors can support a hp engine, the stock 22lb TPI injectors easily
support hp. I have had way too many issues with Accel and Venom injectors to recommend

them so use at your own risk. For up to hp a set of 24lb injectors will be fine. Up to hp 30lb
injectors and past that you should know what your doing and decide for yourself. Typically its
not going to hurt anything running 1 size injector higher than your motors power level as long
as the chip is tuned for that injector size. But putting a 30lb injector in a hp motor is just going
to cause issues as the duty cycle never gets high enough on the injector to really run the motor
well and you will just ruin the gas mileage on your car.

